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PRESCIENT – Privacy and Emerging Science and
Technologies

PRESCIENT is a three-year research project funded by the European Commission under its Seventh Framework Programme. The Project is part of the
Science in Society activies of DG Research. It started in 2010 and will terminate in early 2013.
PRESCIENT aims to provide an early identification of privacy and ethical
issues arising from emerging technologies and their relevance for EC policy. It
will contribute to the quality of research in the field of ethics, by distinguishing
between privacy and data protection and analysing the ethical, legal and socioeconomic conceptualisations of each.
The PRESCIENT project has unfolded in four stages.
Work Package 1 – Current approaches to privacy and technology: The first
stage is analysis: the partners provided a state-of-the-art analysis of privacy
and data protection as conceptualised from an ethical, socio-economic and
legal perspective.
Work Package 2 – Privacy, data protection and ethical issues in selected
emerging technologies: The second stage were case studies wherein the partners have identified the privacy, data protection and ethical issues arising from
five different emerging technologies and their applications.
Work Package 3 – Citizens’ perception of privacy: The third stage focuses
on citizens. The partners have analysed various existing surveys to assess citizen concerns and knowledge of the way in which their data are collected,
stored and used and their concerns about new technologies and how their
concerns have changed over time. The partners have also examine important
websites and interview data collectors to assess how easy or difficult it is for
citizens to access their information and to find out how it is being used.
Work Package 4 – Privacy and ethical impact assessments: The fourth and
final stage focuses on development of a new framework for privacy and ethical
impact assessments. The partners have developed scenarios as an element in
this new framework, which is based on an integration of the results of this
study and on privacy impact assessment guidelines such as those of the UK.
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Citizenship (Rome, Italy). The PRESCIENT project is funded under the European Commission’s 7th Framework Programme for research and technological
development (SIS-CT-2009-244779).
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The role of bioethics in public policy-making on
new biotechnologies?
Ruud ter Meulen, Zuzana Deans, and James Yeates
Centre for Ethics in Medicine, University of Bristol,
39 Whatley Road, Bristol BS8 2PS, United Kingdom
e-mail: {r.termeulen,zusana.Deans,James.Yeates}@bristol.ac.uk

In our paper we want to present the outcomes of one aspect of our research
into the contribution theoretical bioethics makes and can make to the ethical
governance of science and technology, and whether bioethicists can be considered ethical experts. The rationale of the EPOCH project was that though
EU policies often said to combine scientific insights with a framework for deciding the best ethical approach (i.e. a normative framework), it is not clear
what this normative framework looks like, nor from which sources it should be
derived. The project addresses the questions of what type of ethical ‘expertise’
is needed for the development of public policies on new technologies and how
this expertise should be included in the governance of these new technologies.
There are two main sections to the presentation. We start with a description
of how bioethicists are formally integrated into public policy discussions and
consultations before offering an evaluation of how useful these contributions
can be with particular reference to ethics expertise.
The presentation starts with a brief overview describing the role bioethicists play in ethics committees. A very short summary is given of the different models in Europe, with focused attention on the UK as a detailed example. Generally, ethical decision-making regarding the governance of science
and technology is a multi-professional, multi-disciplinary endeavour to which
bioethicists contribute. Important instruments in this context are (national and
international) ethics committees which can be seen as public bodies that try
to bridge between academia and policy environments. Their main functions
include: drawing attention to relevant ethical issues; making sense of the various positions; harmonising academic findings with public values; and suggesting practical governance solutions. The general means by which public
policy bodies arrive at policy recommendations are: fact-finding, surveying
possible positions and views, and subjecting these to group deliberation and
(some form of) agreement. Different models of agreement (e.g. compromise
and consensus) were discussed. The report suggests that reaching agreement
is desirable on the grounds that governance policy can be made.
The presentation moves on to question the ’expert’ status of the bioethicist,
especially as compared with scientific or legal experts in the group. With reference to relevant literature, a distinction is made between a descriptive expert
in ethics (one with skills in reasoning and detailed knowledge of the relevant
moral issues) and a normative expert in ethics (one with knowledge of what the
right course of action is), both of which will be explained in the presentation.
?
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These categories are paralleled with two types of authority: an authority and
in authority, respectively. Some accounts of morality can accommodate normative ethical expertise, but in other versions of morality (that hold it matters
who does the action) moral decision-making is non-transferable. There is, however, still good reason to suppose that bioethicists might be better equipped
to arrive at sensible solutions to moral problems more quickly than the layperson, and therefore non-normative ethics experts, it is argued, are valuable for
ethics committees.
The overall conclusions of this part of our study are that, in the realm
of policy and practice, bioethics is one voice among many, being simultaneously representative and advocatory, independent and objective. We suggest
a modest status for influencing public policy is appropriate, and conclude that
although improvements could be made to how bioethics is done, no higher authoritative status of the discipline should be expected. We suggest that, owing
to the nature of ethics and bioethical inquiry, there is a limit to expertise in
bioethics. This, along with the socio-political structures of Western democratic
societies, means that bioethics is not authoritative, but it does have a valuable
contribution to make in reporting, representing, assessing and advancing debate.

About the author
Prof. Ruud ter Meulen (1952) is psychologist and ethicist. He is Chair for
Ethics of Medicine and Director of the Centre for Ethics in Medicine at the
University of Bristol. Previously he has worked as Professor of Philosophy and
Medical Ethics and Director of the Institute for Bioethics at the University
of Maastricht (The Netherlands). Ruud Ter Meulen has been working on a
broad range of issues in medical ethics and has directed several international
projects. He was principal co-ordinator of a range of European projects, including the ENHANCE project, funded within the Sixth Framework Program
of the European Commission, dealing with the ethical, philosophical and social issues of enhancement technologies. He is currently co-ordinator of the
European EPOCH project on the role of ethics in public policy-making on new
biotechnologies, and of the European SYBHEL project on the ethical, legal and
social issues of synthetic biology as applied to human health.

Biobank Privacy Regimes and the constitution of
the ’bioinformed’ polity
Georg Lauß
Department of Political Science, University of Vienna
Universitätsstr. 7/2, A-1010 Vienna, Austria
e-mail: georg.lauss@univie.ac.at

The rise of molecular biology in the form of genetics, genomics and (post-)
genomics has rendered the inherent information potential of human biological
materials such as blood, saliva and tissues discernible. Together with associable information on lifestyle, genealogical data and health records these types
of bioinformation are today assembled in largescale biobank projects, which
are infrastructures for collecting, processing, storing and distributing such
bioinformation in a systematic fashion for research purposes. Such projects
that have been considered to be merely expensive visions two decades ago
have now become an expansive reality. Albeit one that has been accompanied
with quite intense privacy debates and constant attempts to come to grips
with these pending issues in ‘ethically’ and legally sound ways.
Although, privacy has always been a constitutive concept for liberal political theory, modern biopolitical governmentality has been practically blurring
any strict separation between a private sphere of (re-)production on the one
hand and a public sphere of political deliberation about common matters on
the other hand. The demarcation of private and public information or matter
can’t be considered a straightforward task. Moreover, in the context of political programs to facilitate the creation of a ‘knowledge based bio-economy’
(KBBE) bioinformation acquired the status of a highly valued resource that is
indispensible for the creation of knowledge, health and wealth. Consequently
we are witnessing appeals for altruistic biocitizens to wave their privacy and
contribute their personal bioinformation to the common thread of bioscientific
development. Under such conditions privacy regimes practically constitute the
bioinformed polity when they lay down legitimate access procedures to private
matters in the name of biomedical innovation.
The paper discusses the ways in which the practical exchanges of biological
research materials have been entangled in ethico-legal , and social scientific
arguments. It examines the framework of the so called ‘communitarian turn
in bioethics’ and shows how its discourse - which incorporated promissory scientific narratives and built on the assumption that ethics was predestined to
respond to scientific development -became hegemonic. It then shows how this
hegemony started to erode for several reasons, including the publication of a
Eurobarometer survey and other research on citizens’ attitudes that demonstrated the ongoing significance of privacy narratives and showed that the
idea of giving broad consent wasn’t warmly welcomed among most European
constituencies. Leading protagonists of the biobank community, who had argued that broad consent was a condition sine qua non for biobank operation,
reconsidered possible (technical) answers to ‘societal demands’, which would
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not hamper the progress of research. These reconsiderations resulted in recent proposals in which certain conceptions of privacy and autonomy materialized not only in technology based data protection methods like k-anonymity
and l-diversity and technology based formats that are designed to facilitate
scientific cooperation without conflicting with societal and regulatory privacy
demands, like DataSHIELD, but also in ICT based concepts that offer donor
choice, like disclosure filters or dynamic consent models.
The paper concludes by discussing status and function of ‘privacy’ in the
bioinformed polity.

About the author
Georg Lauß was born in Vienna (Austria) in 1981. He started studying political
science and science of communication at the University Vienna in 2001. From
2003- 2004 he was studying Public Administration at the Erasmus University
in Rotterdam. After moving back to Vienna he finally finished his master theses
on the biopolitics of neuroscientific research in the field of Attentiondeficit/Hyperactivitydisorder (ADHD) in 2006. Since November 2006 Georg is a researcher at the GeneBanC project and a member of the Life Science Governance Research Platform.

Accountability by Design for Privacy?
Denis Butin, Marcos Chicote, and Daniel Le Métayer
Inria, Université de Lyon
INSA-Lyon, CITI-Inria
F-69621, Villeurbanne, France
e-mail: {denis.butin,daniel.le-metayer}@inria.fr;mchicote@dc.uba.ar

The growing scope of information and communications technologies (ICT)
increases concerns regarding sensitive data. In particular, individuals share
more personally identifiable information (PII) than ever before and demand
accordingly stronger guarantees with respect to privacy. The first of these
guarantees are provided by regulations (e.g. European Union directives [6, 7]
regulating PII processing). However, because privacy and PII protection are
very subtle and context-dependent notions, regulations have to be complemented with practical means to assess specific situations.
A first and foremost approach to evaluate risks is the application of Privacy
Impact Assessment (PIA) procedures. Potential issues should be foreseen and
analyzed in a collaborative and interactive way before the design and deployment of a new system. As such, PIAs can be seen as a form of risk assessment
[14]. Risk management and mitigation is a continuous process though, and
another, complementary, guarantee for individuals is the fact that controllers
will be accountable for their actual use of the PIIs they have collected.
Our first point in this paper is that PIA and accountability are dual in some
sense — PIA occurs before the deployment of a system whereas accountability
applies, by definition, to a running system — and strongly tied, in the sense
that PIAs should lead to measures to make accountability possible.
The second point we want to emphasize is that accountability does not
emerge spontaneously. In other words, a system has to be designed with accountability requirements in mind and these requirement should arise from
the PIA. Indeed, the feasibility of accurate and comprehensive a posteriori
verifications depends directly on the architecture of the technical platform
under consideration.
In this context, accountability [13, 9, 10, 4] refers to the requirement on a
data controller to produce evidence that previously agreed commitments were
fulfilled. Having that evidence available depends on design choices regarding
events to be recorded and supplied to data subjects or third parties for verification.
Providing accountability by design, therefore, demands building ICT systems that can be audited in sufficient detail. In practice, the key aspect of ICT
platforms that enable audit are traces taking the form of log files. Which PII
usage events are logged and what contextual information is provided determines the level of accountability of the entire system.
While previous work has been done on frameworks for a posteriori compliance control [5, 3, 8] and log architecture design [12, 2, 11], little attention has
?
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been paid so far to the design of logs recording information about PII usage.
We illustrate our “accountability by design” approach with the concrete example of a usage policy language, the Primelife Policy Language (PPL). Usage
policy languages allow data subjects to specify precisely how their PII should
be handled. For instance, a data subject may agree to the use of their email address by a data controller for the sole purpose of sending security alerts, and
under the condition that the address may not be shared with third parties.
PPL allows the specification of a wide range of obligations for data controllers. Various categories of events define how data controllers must act
when they perform specific actions with PII. For instance, a data controller
may be required to notify a data subject when using their PII for a given purpose. The rules under which PII can be forwarded and used by third parties
can also be set and analyzed. Data handling policies defined separately by data
subjects and data controllers are matched automatically to generate so-called
“sticky policies”, representing agreements that suit both parties.
In the technical part of our contribution, we build on the pre-existing PPL
specification by defining an abstract syntax and the set of events relevant for
accountable logging. The purpose of the abstract syntax is to reduce ambiguity
by defining how PPL elements can be combined meaningfully. We then define
formal semantics for a compliance analyzer, which amounts to specifying the
properties a log must satisfy to be compliant. As this is done formally, the
compliance checks can be adapted for other policy languages than PPL. We
then implement a compliance checker for logs of data controller events. This
kind of tool enables partially automated accountability checking.
General insights about log design choices for accountability are then derived. Those principles are independent of the specific language chosen and
are relevant for any system involving PII usage by a data controller. Since the
conclusions are general, they can be adapted to other platforms and policy
languages.
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In modern times, many aspects of life have been or are becoming automated. Biometrics, i.e. the automated recognition of individuals based on their
biological and behavioral characteristics, is a promising technology for automating authentication at human-machine interfaces. Recently, a significant
raise has been seen in deployment of biometrics in domains like civil and criminal identification, travel and immigration, physical and logical access control,
banking, and consumer electronics.
Unlike passwords, not all biometric characteristics are secrets. For instance, while vein patterns or handwritten-signature dynamics are hard to
detect, anyone can rather easily take photographs of someone else’s face.
Nevertheless, biometric reference data (also known as biometric templates)
are required to be stored securely and to be protected against unauthorized
use. Many people are troubled by the risks associated with storing biometric
templates in computer systems because biometric templates are highly sensitive personal data. Unlike the ubiquitous passwords, biometric templates cannot as often as desired be replaced with different biometric traits of the same
person. Furthermore, they do not only contain information about the biometric features of a person, but may also contain personal information beyond
what is needed for authentication (e.g. information about body conditions and
diseases), which one would like to keep private. Removing such extra information may not be feasible, but the biometric templates can be stored in a fashion that superfluous information is hidden. The confidentiality of passwords
is usually protected by cryptographic hash functions, and the hash value of a
presented password is bit by bit compared with the hash value of the stored
password. This approach cannot be applied to biometric data because biometric data from the same person are never completely the same due to their
natural variability. For the protection of biometric templates special biometric
template protection techniques have been developed utilizing cryptographic
techniques. The biometric template protection techniques do not only prevent
privacy leakage and provide confidentiality of the stored biometric templates,
but address also problems like ID theft and cross-matching of biometric templates stored in different systems.
This paper summarizes challenges with respect to privacy and security and
recent innovations in biometric template protection schemes. Privacy considerations are discussed for instance with respect to biometric access control
for holders of season tickets to a public outdoor pool.
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This paper reports about experiences and an approach to integrate privacyby-design (PbD) principles in an agile development project. Within small and
distributed teams several prototypes and applications (apps) with a focus on
learning support were developed. The approach included measures to ensure
security and privacy awareness. Secondly more general guidelines were developed as a starting point for the appropriate development of specific solutions.
Thirdly a process model gave advice on when and how to consider privacy
requirements.
Often privacy assessments are made on large impact applications like electronic voting systems (Gürses et al. 2011) or the introduction of SAP. But nowadays also the “appification” results in a much more diverse landscape of software products. Small tools (apps) with limited capabilities are developed by
distributed teams in short times spans. These apps running on smartphones,
tablets and desktop PCs are designed to collect, use and distribute information
to share them on social networks or with other apps.
Privacy by design (Schaar 2010) researchers on the other hand suggest a
multi-level approach of analyzing privacy problems that may arise from software in development. Although there exist overall guidelines how to do privacy
engineering (Gürses et al. 2011; Speikermann/Cranor 2009) and integrate Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) on a more general level one open challenge is how to integrate PbD principles into current development practice
(Spiekermann 2012). Especially in agile development projects with small iteration cycles with a focus on quick implementation of new features any privacy
analysis, similar to security (Siponen et al. 2005) are often only added afterwards.
We have been working as privacy officers in a large scale research project
that has the goal to develop multiple apps which should collect data about the
work life of users and help them to learn and reflect on their everyday work
practice. The apps were developed mostly for mobile devices and support reflective learning at the workplace by manual and automatic capturing of work
situations. Due to the exploratory design process development took place in
short time periods (between 3 and 12 month) with elements of agile development and rapid prototyping based on storyboards written in cooperation of
developers and users.
During discussions we saw a high awareness for privacy problems on developers side as well as on the side of the users. Nevertheless when it came
to building and evaluating them there was only little time left to make a deep
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privacy impact analysis neither for each developer nor for us as informal data
protection officers. We therefore focused on privacy impact assessment of a
smaller number of apps that served as examples for all developers. Guidelines
where developed from existing resources but with a strong focus on the apps
and on the context of their planned usage. The process model we developed
for our approach included perspectives of user privacy, third party privacy,
special requirements of mobile devices and organizational security. By this we
fostered adoptions of the scenarios to include e.g. data minimization and maximum retention times that guided the app development and took advantage
of the developers intrinsic motivation to avoid to develop features that might
be to privacy invasive and instead encouraged “privacy by default”. Together
with participatory design approaches we could make sure all apps protected
privacy on a comparable level.
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The debate on privacy has lately been influenced by Nissenbaum’s (2010)
notion of contextual integrity. Within aviation, as has been noted by Bennett
(2005, 2008), the meaning of privacy is indeed highly dependent on contextual
factors.
With new passenger screening concepts presented by the IATA1 (“checkpoint of the future”) and ACI/AEA2 (“Better Security”), risk as the central
paradigm for future developments in airport security is on the rise. Supposed
to be a remedy for multiple challenges in aviation, the assignment of risk levels
for passengers would potentially allow airport authorities to add or subtract
layers of security measures, according to the assumed threat that a given passenger would pose to aviation. The computing of risk levels must be based
on extensive coverage of passenger information, though. Thus, what does the
introduction of risk mean in terms of privacy impact assessment?
Taking contextual factors into account, airports have been described as
disciplinary spaces (Lyon 2003). Taking up the notion of Augé’s (2006) “nonplaces”, airports exist for the mere purpose of transit and for their lack of
stable social relations, are mostly regulated via technology, especially when
it come to ensuring security. Thus, an atmosphere of intimidation is created
and as a matter of fact, individuals are more likely to accept cutbacks in terms
of privacy claims within the contextual setting of the airport than in other
environments.
Risk-based security frameworks aim at implementing assisted decisionmaking in order to offer custom- tailored screening for the enhancement of
overall security. Thus, new screening concepts indeed enact what O’Malley
(2006; see also Zedner 2006) has called a shift from rule-based to risk-based
security. Risk struggles with the prediction of human behavior, though (Aradau,
Lobo-Guerrero, and Van Munster 2008). In a preemptive approach to screening that focuses on intentions, mistakes can flag innocent individuals as potential threats and lead to serious and real consequences (more intrusive screening, questioning, considerable delay).
In order to avoid false negatives and false positives, risk-based screening
approaches thus tend to make the database for risk-assessment as complete as
possible. By converging information from law enforcement, homeland security
and the private industry, “big data” is constructed and at the same time, the
1
2
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once distinct privacy dimensions of citizen-government and consumer-market
(Westin 2003) become blurred.
But not only do risk-based screening approaches intend to make use of
passenger information conducted by airlines (API, PNR3 ), but they also seek
to exploit genuinely commercial programs like frequent-flyer-clubs or trusted
traveler programs. Created for the purpose of facilitating air travel for the
global elites, those programs have turned out to be a valuable source of additional information, as members have to undergo an additional background
check in order to become trustworthy (Jackson, Chan, and LaTourrette 2012).
As a conclusion, my paper finds that passengers at the airport have little
leverage in negotiating privacy. The context is dominated by the overwhelming
paradigm of global security and increasingly converges data from commerce
and law enforcement. Hence, passengers not only have no choice for an optout from full disclosure of personal data – the alternative would be not flying
after all – but that on the contrary, risk-based concepts like the ones presented
by IATA and ACI/AEA include an additional opt-in, requiring the surrender of
even more information. In terms of privacy, this raises major concerns that
call for regulation on the policy level.
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The proposed EU law on personal data protection has been designed so
as to enable users to remove their personal data from the Internet. While the
proponents of the „right to be forgotten” hope it to be a remedy to the problem
of the impossibility to escape one’s past once its records are published online,
others refer to it as the “ticking time bomb” and regard the new right as the
“biggest threat to free speech on the Internet in the coming decade”.
The need for a change in the legal framework results from a paradigmatic
shift that made online remembering the norm, and forgetting the exception.
This change was due to a number of technological drivers that apart from
the digitalization of data included the development of cheap storage, easy
retrieval and global search. The idea of the right to be forgotten grows out
of the realization that preserving control over one’s identity has become a
challenge in a world in which almost all that is said about an individual may
go into permanent public files.
Although the right to be forgotten has been established in order to give
back to Internet users control that they have been gradually loosing, it triggers a series of doubts. Enforcement of the new rules may result in a conflict
of fundamental rights that will require striking a balance between the right
to privacy and data protection on one hand, and the freedom of expression
and the right to access information on the other. It is possible that not only
courts will engage in the balancing exercise, but also private companies and
individuals will need to apply the proportionality principle in their online activity. The opponents of the new right fear that the risk of financial sanctions
for illegal processing of personal data may turn Internet service providers into
censors and, in general, have a chilling effect on the free online expression.
The debate triggered by the new European proposal also exposed the cultural
and legal differences in attitudes to privacy and free speech in the EU and the
US. While for practical reasons, legal regulations of data protection should be
brought closer, different understanding of online privacy may create serious
obstacles in establishing common standards.
The presentation will look closely at the controversies surrounding the
right to be forgotten. It will argue that, while the discussion about the virtue
of forgetting in digital age is animated by the conflict between privacy and
free speech, a more nuanced understanding of these values is still needed in
order to strike a “fair balance” between the conflicting rights in the online
environment. The author will argue against the view of the Court of Justice of
the European Union expressed in the Lindqvist case (C -101/01) concerning
the so-called "household exemption", where the Court stated that the act of
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identifying a natural person on an Internet site, by name or other personal
identifiers, automatically constitutes "processing" of personal data. A broader
understanding of the “household exemption” applicable online will be proposed. The presentation hopes to prove that a methodological differentiation
between data which is published seeking broad dissemination and that which
although in the public space, is not intended for mass communication, as well
as taking into consideration the context in which information is shared, the
changing nature of information over time, and the intentions of the content’s
producer, are necessary in order to adjust the legal framework resting on the
concepts of privacy and data protection to the demands of digital age, while
avoiding the risk of stifling freedom on the Internet.
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The existence of a fundamental right to the protection of personal data
in European Union (EU) law is nowadays undisputed. Established in the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights in 2000, this new right is increasingly permeating EU secondary law, and is more and more frequently relied upon by
the EU Court of Justice in its judgments. It is also expected to play a crucial role in the future EU personal data protection landscape, as advanced
in the legislative package published by the European Commission in January
2012. The right’s incipient presence in such package, however, has rendered
manifest the co-existence of two possible and contrasting interpretations as
to what it really means. Whereas it is often construed as a combination of
subjective rights (granted to individuals, or ‘data subjects’) and obligations
(imposed on those who process personal data) and an obligation of independent supervision, as jointly prescribed by the three paragraphs of Article 8 of
the EU Charter, the right is sometimes portrayed as being constituted solely
by the general reference of the EU Charter’s Article 8(1) to everybody’s right
to have their personal data ‘protected’, a word understood then as ‘kept free
from processing’. If some envision the right to the protection of personal data
as a positive right or a power, enabling the processing of such data under certain conditions, others picture it as a negative prescription, implying that any
processing of data is a limitation of such ‘protection’ and, thus, a violation of
the fundamental right. The identification of the right’s core content is indeed
crucial, as the respect of such core is precisely one of the requirements that
any limitation must meet in order to be considered lawful according to the EU
Charter.
This paper seeks to render visible the existing tensions between the understandings of the right to the protection of persona data, and to explore the
assumptions and conceptual legacies underlying both approaches. It studies
them from various angles. It first traces their historical lineages, locating their
roots in the very origins of European data protection. Second, focusing on the
right to personal data protection as established by the EU Charter, it analyses
the different arguments that can ground contrasted readings of its Article 8:
in particular, the drafting process of the article (which was only divided into
three paragraphs at a final stage), and the Charter’s structure (which appears
to formally relegate the description of rights’ limitations to its final horizontal provisions). Third, it reviews the conceptualisations of personal data protection as present in the literature, noting that some of them emphasise its
continuities with the right to respect for private life, or right to privacy (and
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attribute to it, by analogy, a prohibitive nature), while others stress instead its
discontinuities (for instance, in terms of ‘generations’ of rights, or as through
the opacity v. transparency opposition), but that they are almost invariably
built upon, or against, the right to privacy. Finally, it questions the pros and
cons of the discussed approaches vis-a-vis the challenges of emerging technologies.
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“Newspaper taxis appear on the shore,
Waiting to take you away.
Climb in the back with your head in the clouds,
And you’re gone.”
John Lennon & Paul McCartney

There are a number of robots out there: military and civilian drones, driverless cars, hybrids of natural and artificial systems, unmanned underwater vehicles, reprogrammable and multipurpose manipulators in the industrial field,
and even diva-bot pop star singers as the HRP-4C robot developed by the
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology’s media interaction
group in Japan. The focus of this paper is on the class of robots connected to a
networked repository on the internet that allows such machines to share the
information required for object recognition, navigation and task completion
in the real world. As a part of the Cognitive Systems and Robotic Initiative
from the European Union seventh framework programme (FP7/2007-2013),
this is, for instance, the aim of the RoboEarth project on a world wide web
for robots, namely, a network and database repository where machines can
share information and learn from each other about their behaviour and their
environment. Avoiding shortcomings of traditional approaches, such as onboard computers for robots, the goal of the project is to complete a sort of
cloud robotics infrastructure with all that is needed to close the loop between
robots, RoboEarth, and robots.
There are however risks for people’s informational privacy (Gogarty et al.
2009; Sharkey et al. 2010): a new generation of network-centric applications
could collect data incessantly and in ways that are “out of control,” because
such machines are increasingly “autonomous,” that is, they respond to stimuli
by changing the values of their properties or inner states and, furthermore,
they can improve the rules through which those properties change without
external stimuli. Therefore, by collecting information in open or public environments and, moreover, bringing such environmental information to cloud
servers, robots can severely impinge on current data protection, since these
machines may replicate and spread all the data they collect beyond human
control. Consider for example the class of robots for personal and domestic
use: we already have, after all, a number of robot toys and robot nannies that
are programmed to provide love and take care of children and the elderly.
Likewise, think of new types of artificial assistants for university teachers, as
a sort of i-Jeeves that could help us schedule a set of conferences, lectures and
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meetings: By checking the availability and convenience of logistics in accordance with a number of parameters like budget, time efficiency, or weather
average conditions, these robots could report its findings back for a decision
or, even, determine the steps of the academic tour by directly accepting invitations, booking hotel rooms, flights and so forth.
Yet, in addition to problems of data protection induced by the “autonomy”
of these machines, personal and/or domestic robots will raise a number of
psychological issues concerning feelings of subordination, attachment, trustworthiness, etc. (Veruggio 2006): it is also likely that these machines will know
a lot of things about our private life. Consequently, a further set of problems
should be taken seriously: Whereas issues of data protection mostly revolve
around the transparency with which personal data are processed, people’s
privacy has often to do with the idea of “opaqueness” (Arendt 1958), i.e., privacy conceived of as a condition of “solitude,” “exclusion,” “secrecy,” and so
on (Westin 1967; Gavison 1980; Allen 1988; etc.). Of course, matters of data
protection and privacy at times overlap, as it occurs with people unintentionally using network-centric machines that infringe data protection laws, i.e.,
regardless of human wrongdoing or mere negligence and, vice versa, people spying on other individuals through domestic robots, and even kidnapping
such robots so as to get personal data. Here, some approaches to data protection, such as “privacy by design,” appear particularly fruitful to protect
people’s “opaqueness” (Pagallo 2011, 2012). Still, individual interaction with
personal machines, domestic robots, and so forth, will also affect what U.S.
common lawyers call a reasonable “expectation of privacy.” The traditional
“right to be let alone” (Warren and Brandeis 1890) does not represent any
automatic zero-sum game, because personal choices play a crucial role when
individuals modulate different levels of access and control over information,
depending on the context and its circumstances (Nissenbaum 2004). Accordingly, some approaches of the aforementioned principle of privacy by design
may fall short in coping with issues that depend on the cultural context and
the type of application with which we are dealing: robots as “lovers” (Levy
2007), as “human cubs” (Dautenhahn 2007), as “pets” (McFarland 2008), etc.
These differentiations are critical to appreciate how robots bring about a set
of constraints and opportunities that impact on norms of appropriateness, i.e.,
norms that determine whether it is appropriate to trace back information to
an individual, and norms of flow, that is, how information should be distributed
according to different standards in different contexts.
In light of these differentiations, a final convergence between privacy and
data protection should be stressed. What “robots in the cloud” will ultimately
affect concerns the “ontological friction” in the informational sphere, namely
the forces that oppose the flow of personal information, as “the amount of
work and efforts required for a certain kind of agent to obtain, filter and/or
block information (also, but not only) about other agents in a given environment” (Floridi 2006). Whilst some “degrees of friction” are required to keep
firm distinctions between agents and system, individuals and society, robots
will affect such degrees in a twofold way, that is, via new expectations of pri-
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vacy in the personal or domestic human-robot interaction that reverberate on
the ways in which personal data ought to be processed through different types
of network-centric applications, e.g., the conditions that make the processing
of personal data legitimate through the informed consent of the individual. At
the end of the day, we should be prepared to accept a new category of artificial
behaviour, which is not simply mechanical or reducible to an aggregation of
human beings as the only relevant source of their action, yet produces multiple relevant effects in the fields of privacy and data protection. Since robots
are here to stay, the aim of the law should be to wisely discipline our mutual
relationships (Pagallo, forthcoming).
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The term ’smart city’ is becoming pervasive in the urban agenda of the 21st
Century. City halls and local decision-makers fill their discourses with references to the promise of smart technology for increased efficiency and quality
of life. The industry offers funding, ready-made technological solutions and the
promise of a quick fix to all current and future urban challenges. Local SMEs
strive to find the formula that will make them relevant and useful in this new
scenario. While the appeal of technologies is understandable, and part of the
enthusiasm for the contribution that technology can make to better cities is
fully justified (e.g. open data, urban computing, integrated operations centres,
RFID, sensors and system integration have endless possibilities), many of the
policies, approaches, discourses and technologies that fall under the ’smart’
umbrella have yet to take into account the social, ethical and privacy risks associated with smart environments. However, cities around the world continue
to buy into the ’smart city’ paradigm put forward by the industry, which has
labeled as smart solutions a series of technology applications which have the
potential of improving urban mobility and efficiency (from garbage collection
to improved parking solutions, sensors, etc.) but which so far do not constitute
a working, useful paradigm or urban solution.
Parallel to this proliferation of the term and the associated technologies,
the debate around their desirability and usefulness is being raised from different perspectives. Some suggest that there is a need to escape or complement
the top-down approaches promoted by the industry with bottom-up, citizen
technologies that connect solutions to ’actually-existing problems’ (Schaffers
et al. 2012). Others argue in favour of escaping the market-driven approach to
promote effective empowerment and participation though urban technologies
(Hollands 2008). And, in the midst of all this, the number of media reports
and EU rulings on the risks of smart solutions such as ’smart meters’ and ’big
data’ suggest there are still many aspects that have not properly been dealt
with.
This paper presents a summary of smart solutions applied to urban environments, in order to provide a picture of what are the different solutions
that make up what constitutes a ‘smart city’ and their actual potential to significantly alter the way urban environments are run and experienced. The
argument is organized around three main points:
– Technological determinism: while many are demanding that smart city solutions start to take into account citizens, informal dynamics and bottomup innovative solutions, many of the current critiques of smart cities take
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for granted the earth-changing possibilities of smart technologies. This approach underestimates risks, instances of failure, false positives or the effects of the industry-promoted ‘hype’ around such solutions, and continues
to rely on the possibility of a ‘technological fix’ (Ceyhan 2006) to social
and urban problems. Understanding technology as part of a political assemblage and not a silver bullet could thus be useful in terms of escaping
both technological determinism and technophobia.
– Smart technologies as surveillance: all smart solutions have surveillance
capabilities, as they are pervasive into people’s daily life and into the social
infrastructure and can track, record and match people’s activities, movements, biometric data, etc. This raises a number of ethical, legal and social
issues that need to be taken into account by policy makers, technology developers and all those involved in the value chain of smart environments at
an early stage. In this respect, many of the issues raised by the EU in relation to the need for responsible innovation in the field of ICT development
and for a careful assessment of the societal impact of new technologies are
very relevant to smart cities.
– The pull factors behind smart cities: There seems to be a consensus that
smart technologies are ’vendor pushed’. However, the enthusiasm for technological solutions is deeply felt in urban policy, as smart technologies are
seen as a key ally in the improvement of efficiency in service provision and
communication. The ’pull’ role of local and regional governments suggests
a need to better understand the dynamics of policy transfer, the role of
cities in global governance, the impact of technology in decision-making
processes and internal government and government-to-citizens dynamics,
and the relationship between the economic configurations that emerge to
foster smart cities (Public-Private Partnerships) and broader issues related
to urban governance.
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Considering that surveillance of children can be seen as the oldest and
most “banal” form of surveillance and taking into account all the measures
and technologies that have been developed to surveill children from the 20th
century onwards in Western society, it is striking how little research has been
done on surveillance of children and the consequences flowing from it. Scholars have consigned children to the margins or, even more commonly, entirely
excluded children as a political (Wagnsson, Hellman & Holmberg, 2010) or
social actor category. This lack of attention is strange especially as Marx &
Steeves (2011) remark “kids are literally the poster children for surveillance”;
children illustrate a broader array of central surveillance concepts and dynamics and confront one with issues that do not come to light when focusing on
the general ‘adult’ population.
Furthermore although increasingly surveillance technologies are designed
to predict future crimes, and within criminological research a shift has been
emphasised from a post-crime to a pre-crime society, which is "“characterised
by calculation, risk and uncertainty, surveillance, precaution, prudentialism,
moral hazard, prevention and which has the overarching goal of the pursuit of
security” (Zedner, 2007), very little in-depth research has been conducted on
the nature of preemptive surveillance and its consequences. As a result of this
shift, earlier and earlier interventions are seen as necessary to reduce criminal
opportunity and to increase surveillance before harm is done. ‘ShareCare for
children’ which is implemented in several councils in England is one of the
results of this ‘pre-emptive turn.’ ‘ShareCare for children’ is an integrated
assessment and case management system of which the key focus is to facilitate
the secure sharing of health, youth justice, social care and education systems
data with the goal of targeting children and young people before they get into
trouble.
The main purpose of this paper is, by using ’ShareCare for children’ as
a case study, to propose a rhizomatic theoretical framework to understand
the (unintended) consequences of preemptive surveillance of children which
goes further than a discussion of privacy and data protection issues to which
discussions about the unintended consequences of such systems are often reduced to. This proposal will use the notion of the ’surveillant assemblage’ as
proposed by Haggerty & Ericson (2000) as starting point to provide a better understanding of how these technologies are governed and implemented.
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By looking at the governance and practice of these types of system as assemblages, which are characterised by a rhizomatic structure, surveillance
dynamics, power relations and unintended consequences come to light that
otherwise would have stayed in the dark. Moreover, by looking at surveillance
technologies as an assemblage, it is possible to go beyond the traditional understanding of surveillance as an exclusive relationship between the surveillance authority and the subject of the surveillance and it becomes clear how
other actors, like technology play an important role too and need to be taken
into account when exploring the unintended consequences of the implementation of these technologies.
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The paper presents a conceptual approach to build a multi-dimensional Security Technology Assessment Support System and discusses the societal dimensions of technology assessment procedures.Today diverse assessment approaches exist, often focusing on one dimension without regarding the interrelations to other assessment dimensions. Security Technology Assessments
frequently measure the functionality and efficiency against the promised security gain, neglecting that there is a privacy and trust impact that needs to
be considered. Other approaches emphasize the impact on privacy, neglecting
not only efficiency but also trust considerations (Privacy Impact Assessment
- PIA). Personal perception and experiences of the scrutinized are being mitigated or ignored, even though they have major impacts on the perception
towards SMTs.
Beside the choice of assessment approaches, the time of involvement of
relevant actors implies the current difficulties of decision makers. At an early
stage, when irreversibilities have not yet emerged and influence on the technology acquisition process is still possible, the decision makers have to define
who has to participate at which time and which assessment criteria should
be used in order to assess the technology. At the same time, decision makers
have to cope with the situation that very little is known about the technology
and the involved processes.
The paper addresses those problems by rendering a multidimensional holistic approach for security technology assessment. On the highest aggregation
level the paper presents a model integrating four assessment dimensions: Security, Trust, Efficiency and Freedom Infringements (STEFI model). These four
assessment dimensions are the result of empirical investigations conducted in
four case studies about how the actors themselves decide about technology
criteria, how they prioritise them and thereby construct the realty of SMTs. A
major focus was set on an airport case study to acknowledge its role as both
?

The paper is produced in the context of a EU-funded research project coordinated by the authors,
called SIAM (Security Impact Assessment Measures). SIAM aims to develop an Assessment Support
System that helps to increase inclusiveness of security technology assessment procedures for airports
and public transport systems. Besides technological functionalities and economic requirements, SIAM
analyses methods and criteria to assess the effectiveness in countering threats and reducing risks;
regulative issues; freedom infringements; cultural issues; accountability and acceptance of Security
Measures and Technologies.
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being the subject to a highly restricted security regime and being a test field
for evolving new SMTs.
The STEFI assessment procedure encompasses a set of questions related
to the assessment criteria that provide decision makers with a guideline that
allows them to plan and conduct a comprehensive security technology assessment. In a guided assessment procedure, the user will be presented with a
pre-defined sequence of questions corresponding to his or her role in the assessment procedure. As a result, the user will receive some indication of open
issues that are related to other assessment perspectives. This will be realized
as a work list or in the manner of a ticketing system where open tickets represent issues that require further attention. The assessment procedure will
most certainly require further expertise and information to be successfully
completed. In order to facilitate these subsequent steps, the system will provide access to additional information which may be relevant for the decisionmaking process. Such information is often publicly available (e.g. threat assessments, crime statistics, legal documentation, etc.), yet not drawn together
in a single source. The SIAM tool will provide a library of these kinds of documents and make its repository easily accessible through advanced indexing,
ranking and search tools. The final output of the Assessment Suppport System
will be an Assessment Report that summarises the information collected and
gives an overview of issues that still have to be addressed. The paper provides
an example illustrating a security technology assessment procedure based on
the STEFI model.
The paper concludes that STEFI could be a possibility to overcome the
dilemma of exclusion and the lack of common assessment criteria. It calls
for multi-dimensional technology assessment procedures in order to facilitate
reflexivity and social learning as early as possible in the technology development.
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By rail – Hauptbahnhof, Zool. Garten and Friedrichstraße: S-Bahn lines
S 5, S 7, S 75, S 9 as far as the Hackescher Markt. Leave the station,towards
Burgstraße/ Museumsinsel. At the Burgstraße go towards the cathedral as
far as the Anna-Louisa-Karsch Strasse, and cross this street. The main entrance of the Spreepalais is 20 m along on the left-hand side.
By rail – Ostbahnhof and Alexanderplatz: S-Bahn lines S 5, S 7, S 75, S
9 as far as the Hackescher Markt. Leave the station,towards Burgstraße/
Museumsinsel. At the Burgstraße go towards the cathedral as far as the
Anna-Louisa-Karsch Strasse, and cross this street. The main entrance of
the Spreepalais is 20 m along on the left-hand side.
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